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Northword Magazine is dedicated to the vast region of nor thern
BC . We love it here and as the only independent publication
ser ving the entire region, we feel it’s our responsibility to share
the stories of what it’s like to live in the nor th: the culture,
the people, the issues, the lifestyle, the landscapes. We inspire
readers to connect more closely with the region, through
writing and photography that is both unique and exceptional. It’s
our goal to balance journalism that covers impor tant topics—
always presenting a well-rounded discussion—with stories that
celebrate nor thern life.

Digby Disturbed

Tiny communities off BC’s northwest coast
standing up to LNG threat
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would be constructed in nearby Casey Cove. It could consume up to 400 ha
of Crown land on Digby Island, coming within 500 metres of many residents’
property lines. The way those who call Dodge Cove home see it, Aurora LNG
will consume their way of life as well.
Small community
Dodge Cove is one of BC’s smallest unincorporated communities with about
30 full-time residents and can only be reached by boat from nearby Prince
Rupert. Affectionately called “the cove” or just “Dodge” by those who know
it and love it, this tiny coastal hamlet with its single, barely-one-kilometrelong carless road has a history of fishing, lumber milling and boatbuilding
that goes back more than 100 years.
“It’s the kind of place that attracts independent people living common-sense
lives, doing things for themselves,” says Brown, whose husband runs a boatyard and six-year-old daughter is the cove’s youngest inhabitant.
“People here really value being off the beaten track,” adds Lou Allison,
another long-time occupant.
Those who live here are artists, activists, boat-builders, carpenters, fishers

and more. Nowadays, however, Allison, Brown and many other residents are
compelled to take up the stressful, unfamiliar job of parsing detailed scientific specifications and regulatory legalese, all while facing the implacable
juggernaut of a foreign-owned corporation, its seemingly unlimited resources
and a provincial government desperate to realize its promise of a viable LNG
export industry.
“The first time the company came to speak to us, they mentioned that this
project represents $40 billion,” Allison says. “I looked around the room; there
were barely 40 people there.” In other words, the math is not in Dodge Cove’s
favour.
Despite the pervasive sense that approvals for projects like Aurora are
rubber stamped no matter the input, residents have not held back from
making their voices heard. A secret-ballot vote was taken soon after the
project was announced, with 96 percent voting against an LNG terminal on
Digby Island. A website and Facebook group called Friends of Digby Island
have been created to share information about the project in particular and
LNG industry in general. The community also fought to have representation on the working group that created the terms of reference for its environ-
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mental assessment application.
“It’s been a steep educational curve,” Allison says about the mounds of
documents they’ve waded through. “It might be an exercise in futility but if it
goes through I don’t want to feel I should have done more.”
Big concerns
There is much that worries Dodge Covers about Aurora, including the safety
of having an LNG facility so close to a residential area, but one issue Allison
and others have repeatedly raised with the BC government is that Aurora’s
proposed footprint overlaps the Dodge Cove Official Community Plan
boundary. They are also worried about the project’s proximity to the small
lake and watershed that provide drinking water.
Over the summer, the North Coast Regional District (formerly the SkeenaQueen Charlotte Regional District) sent a letter on behalf of Dodge Cove to
the minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations protesting
the OCP not being respected by Nexen during the project’s exploratory phase.
The government’s response, says Des Nobels, vice chair and director on the
NCRD board and longstanding Dodge Cove resident, was that “cutting down
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In the wake of the Canadian government’s approval in September of Pacific
NorthWest’s LNG export terminal on Lelu Island, nearby residents are
watching the progress of another liquefied natural gas facility through federal
and provincial regulatory processes with anxiety, weariness and apprehension.
“We’re coping and hoping,” says Sarah Chi Brown, a long-term resident of
Digby Island, a low-lying landmass west of Prince Rupert that currently hosts
the local airport and two small communities of Dodge Cove and Crippen
Cove.
Digby’s southeast end is also the proposed site of Aurora LNG, one of a
seeming multitude of LNG terminals slated for the area. This proposal has
been cause for deep concern for Brown and her fellow Dodge Cove inhabitants ever since it was announced by Nexen Energy, a wholly owned subsidiary of CNOOC Ltd. (Chinese National Offshore Oil Corporation), in
November 2014.
Aurora LNG’s proposal includes storage tanks, trains for moving gas,
flare stacks, two sea berths for tankers, two power plants and two fencedin construction camps housing thousands of workers. An offloading facility

There’s nothing quite like coming in from the cold to a venue full of expectant
audience-goers. The sudden warmth, the buzz of voices, the smells, the
sounds of activity.
When I was a kid, I was fortunate to be taken to the symphony fairly regularly. Live music is unlike anything else and I could never get enough of it.
It’s full of art, performance, unpredictability, skill, unspoken communication between instruments and their players, and—in many ways the most
compelling aspect—a sense of it always being a one-time experience. What
you hear, feel, smell, and see at one concert will never be repeated. Sure, the
same songs will probably be played again, but being there in that moment
is ephemeral. At the symphony, I always marvelled at the audience itself.
The orderly fashion in which an audience takes its seat in a concert-hall like
Victoria’s Royal Theatre is almost a performance itself. And the quiet hum of
hushed conversations, intimate but shared through the acoustics of a room
designed for sound, is like a strange kind of improvisational, experimental
music.

In other words, the situation, the venue, and the crowd itself all contribute
to the overall experience of checking out live music. Punk, country, jazz, folk,
electronic, soul, blues, you name it, they all have their particular situational
vibe. Every venue is different, every performance unique. Whatever genre
tickles your ear, live music is a gift.
When the winter weather sets in, our priorities change. From gardening,
backyard barbeques, and excursions deep into rugged landscapes, we often
turn to creative projects, cosy potlucks, and good books read in the flicker
of firelight. The outdoor adventures don’t stop for many of us up here, of
course—exploring the transformed terrain by skis, snowshoes, or boots is an
ingrained part of northern life. But with winter’s long dark nights and brief
chilly days, often our adventures are shorter and leave us with a lot of time on
our hands. This season is a great time to seek out shows, concerts, and coffeehouse gatherings. As writer Haruki Murakami put it, “Music brings a warm
glow to my vision, thawing mind and muscle from their endless wintering.”
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Our publication reaches readers of
all ages and walks of life. Instead of
targeting an age group, we prefer to
think in terms of lifestyle. We make sure
our magazine engages ever yone from
a retired professor to a young student,
a carpenter to a wildlife biologist. The
topics we choose to cover reflect life in
the nor th, and that includes ever yone
who lives here. Northword readers
suppor t local economy, community
initiatives, and lead active, interesting
lifestyles.
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ADVERTISING
As the only print publication ser ving all of nor thern BC, and one of the few independent
media organizations left in the region, Northword offers a unique oppor tunity for
adver tisers to connect with the population of the nor th, and to do so in a magazine
much-loved and eagerly anticipated. Striking a balance between great-looking ads,
stunning photography, clean design and engaging writing, Northword strives to place
ads where they will be best-received by the reader. With 10,000 copies hitting the
streets each issue, our adver tisers get great exposure across nor thern BC, reaching a
wide range of residents and and tourists alike. For more information about rates, sizes
and deadlines, get in touch with us by email at ads@nor thword.ca or give us a call at
250-847-4600.

True Coldness
by Jo Boxwell
jboxw e lle dit@gma il.c om

Each step was a gamble, and the early onset of dusk was unforgiving. The day
was done and there was no clear direction home.
Steve Sr. was a smoker and he quickly discovered the only health benefit of
his habit. He found a lighter in his pocket, gathered some wood and started a
fire. Despite the unrelenting chill and his growling hunger, the first night was
bearable. The next day he fell in water up to his knees.
Steve Sr. was a brawler, the product of a cruel childhood, a war and the
depression. He had his ways of getting by and those ways weren’t always
pleasant. But people like that don’t need quite as much padding as the rest of
us do. They just get on with it. Getting
wet in low temperatures is a bit like
being hit with a hammer—excruciating and almost impossible to think of
anything else. Soaked and freezing, he
managed to start another fire and he
dried off his wet clothes. Then he set
off again and walked for hours until his
muscles ached and his empty stomach
hurt. He found himself at the only
familiar place he’d rather not see: the
very same spot he’d started at.
The coldness soon bred desperation
and confusion. He could be absolutely
certain for a while, the way stubborn
people can be, that he had corrected his
path, but eventually he had to admit that
he was nowhere closer to somewhere he
knew. By the second night, his discomfort was extreme, dragging exhausted
legs with feet frozen and blistered by
severe frostbite. He became convinced
that he could see a cross in the sky, and
he was following it. God was with him,
he told himself. The cold was turning
him religious.
Other people were risking the
elements by then, clocking miles on
snowmobiles searching for him as the
passing time ate away at his chances
of survival. The area he could have
wandered into was vast and they had
little to go on. Nevertheless, they kept
searching.
Dawn broke on the third day. Grit and
chance meant he woke with it, puffing
out shallow breaths of icy air, broken
and delirious. Out of the lonely quiet,
he thought he heard a sound. Like the
cross in the sky, it was clear enough to
him that he could cling onto it and pick
himself up out of the snow. It was a
distant engine rumbling overhead, and
it was getting louder. He was by a lake,
and he dragged himself onto the open ice as the plane crossed above him.
The pilot spotted his tiny figure stranded in the whiteness. That night, while
Steve was recuperating in the hospital, the temperature dipped to -40 C. Had
he still been out in the bush, the coldness would certainly have killed him.
Winter climates require a cautious respect to prevent us from going too far
and to remind us to go prepared. If we forget our limits, the coldness will
punish us for it. Winter roaming is better suited to the moose, while we
confine our explorations to comfortable distances from our refuges of warmth.
jo b o x w el l

Thirty-two degrees below zero. Boil the kettle. Make a cup—just water, forget
the bag. Step outside onto the deck—careful, it’s icy. Throw the boiling water
into the blue sky and watch it instantly burst into steam. It hangs there in the
crisp air like powder, or dust. Then it dissipates. Exposed skin tightens as it
freezes. Don’t stay out for too long.
It is being on the edge of everything; being in the North, experiencing true
coldness, even fleetingly from the deck of a cozy home in a warming climate.
Extreme weather can be awe-inspiring or intolerable, depending on how well
insulated from it we happen to be. We can develop quite a fondness for something when we don’t really feel it. We
turn it into a game, with snowboards
and skidoos and mugs of boiling water.
Most of us keep ourselves so well
insulated during the winter months
that we forget to be wary of the cold. It
is something for skiers to look forward
to and moaners to moan about. We only
express concern during a prolonged
power cut or when the car starts making
funny noises on a road that no one
travels along. Coldness isn’t something
we want to meet alone.
My partner comes from a family of
Steves: four or five generations of them
at least. My father-in-law, Steve, likes
to tell the story of the time his dad
(also Steve) went out hunting one cool
January day and didn’t return. Not
a great time of year to spend a night
under the stars. Steve Sr. was an experienced hunter and when the darkness fell
around the house without him, it was
obvious that something had gone very
wrong.
Steve Sr. was a burly, square-jawed,
difficult man. He was content out there
in the bush, in the absence of petty
everyday conflicts and with a singular
goal in mind. His heavy winter hunting
gear kept him warm enough while
the sun was up and he was moving,
comfortable enough that he could forget
about the coldness. Head down, he
honed in on a set of large hoof prints
with telling strides, no doubt left by
a moose. He became so focused on
searching the ground for the moose’s
long gait that he was no longer taking
stock of his surroundings. He neglected
to leave a breadcrumb trail of mental
notes as he passed nature’s subtle landmarks: misshapen trees or rocks or felled
logs. He had gone much farther into the
forest than he had realized and the tumbling snowflakes quietly concealed
his tracks behind him. The coldness turned everything white—the ground,
the trees, the sky.
His prey remained elusive. He saw only tracks; no target to creep toward,
gun loaded. For all his trouble, he never even got close enough to catch a
glimpse of the moose. When he finally lifted his head and thought about
turning around, he didn’t recognize his surroundings. His own tracks helped
him for a while and he followed them backward until they disappeared under
fresh snow. The clean ground provided no hint of which way he had travelled.
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